Abstract.With logistics cost as objective function, the immune optimization algorithm was proposed to optimize the location selection of logistics distribution center. Feasibility analysis was conducted on the logistics demand points of 31 cities in China. Results indicated that the programming of the optimization algorithm based on Matlab was simple, with quick computing speed. It can solve the location problems with time restrictions as well as the traditional location problems without time restrictions. Therefore, such new algorithm is more effective than the gravity approach to solve the location problem of logistics center.
Introduction
With the rapid development of world economy and progress of modern science and technology, logistics industry, as an emerging service sector of national economy, is developing rapidly worldwide. Meanwhile, development of logistics industry has a huge influence on social production and management, people's livelihood and employment as well as the functions of government and legal system. Therefore, logistics are considered as the artery and foundation industry of national economic development. It is also vividly compared to the "accelerator" promoting economic development.
During the operation of logistics system, the task of distribution center is timely, accurate and economical distribution of goods and cargos based on users' individual requirements. As the bridge connecting suppliers with customers, the location selection of distribution center is of significant importance. It basically determines the distribution range and patterns of logistics, thus affecting the efficiency of logistics system. In addition, once the location of logistics center is determined, it is difficult to make changes. Therefore, the location of distribution center is of important theoretical and practical application significance. In general, the location model of logistics center is non-convex and non-smooth nonlinear programming model with complex constraints, belonging to NP-hard problem.
There are several methods to solve the problem of logistics center location, such as AHP, expert selection, comparative analysis, fuzzy evaluation and mixed integer programming method. AHP, expert selection, comparative analysis and fuzzy evaluation belong to qualitative analysis, with certain subjective factors. When faced with large-scale problem, the solution will become much difficult. Thus, there is an urgent requirement to find a convenient and efficient algorithm for the location selection of distribution center.
Establishment of location selection models of logistics distribution center
The location problem of distribution center can be described to select a certain number of locations (p) among limited positions (m). Through the establishment of distribution centers with reasonable scale, the goods of n distribution points can be supplied by these distribution centers. Meanwhile, such distribution centers should satisfy the premise of distribution requirements, with the lowest costs (including the construction and operation costs). Therefore, several assumptions have been made in the location model of logistics distribution center.
(1) The scale and capacity of distribution center satisfy the requirements of demand points, determined by the demand quantity within the radiation scope; (2) A demand point is supplied by only one distribution center; (3) There is no need to consider the transportation costs between factory and distribution center;
Based on above assumptions, a location / distribution model is established as follows. Below the upper limit of distance, a distribution center should be selected from n demand points to deliver cargos to other demand points. Thus, the objective function is the minimum sum of the product of demand and distance from distribution center to demand points, and it is as follows.
where where Equation (1-2) ensures that each demand point is supplied by only a distribution center; Equation (1-3) ensures that the needs of demand point can only be supplied by the point set as the distribution center, namely there will not be customers in the point without distribution center. Equation (1-4) specifies the number of selected distribution centers is p; Equation ( 
Simulation results and analysis
To prove the feasibility and effectiveness of algorithm, the coordinates of 31 cities were collected in China. Table 3 -1 shows the location of each user and their demand of materials. Such demand of materials is the result after the normalization process, not representing the actual value. Six of these cities were selected as the logistics distribution centers.
According to the location model of distribution center, the numerical example was solved following the steps of immune algorithm. Parameters of algorithm includes population size of 50, memory base capacity of 10, iteration numbers of 100, crossover probability of 0.5, mutation probability of 0.4 and diversity assessment parameter of 0.95, respectively. Then, results of solutions showed that the location of distribution center was [18 25 5 27 9 14]. In this scenario, the sum of distance by making the demand of each demand point as weight was 5 5.68 10 × . Fig.3-1 shows the convergence curve of immune algorithm, and Fig.3-2 shows the acquired location scheme of logistics distribution center. 
Conclusions
Based on mathematical model of location optimization for logistics distribution center, an immune optimization algorithm was constructed in the work to solve such problem. With the introduction of selective amplification of antibody clones and antibody inhibition, the algorithm was provided with strong optimization ability. Then, simulation was conducted on the location selection of logistics distribution center. Results showed that the optimal solution of location of logistics distribution center can easily be obtained by immune optimization algorithm.
